
Its Sentence
Examples
1. The dog chased its tail.

2. The tree sheds its leaves every autumn.

3. The phone lost its charge quickly.

4. The museum changed its opening hours.

5. The company upgraded its software.

6. The bird built its nest high in the tree.

7. The computer stored its data securely.

8. The baby clutched its blanket.

9. The flower closed its petals at night.

10. The library renewed its collection.

11. The car started its engine loudly.

12. The planet has its own orbit.

13. The river finds its way to the sea.

14. The snake shed its skin.

15. The clock struck its hourly chime.

16. The team celebrated its victory.

17. The countrymaintained its traditions.

18. The machine completed its cycle.

19. The organization updated its policies.

20.The movie received its premiere last week.

21. The cat cleaned its whiskers.

22.The committee voiced its concerns.

23.The book held its reader's attention.

24.The bear hunted its prey.



25.The city lit its skyline beautifully.

26.The plant absorbed its nutrients.

27.The artist expressed its vision vividly.

28.The nation celebrated its independence.

29.The child treasured its toy.

30.The band launched its new album.

31. The website updated its design.

32.The ship set its course.

33.The sun shone its brightest at noon.

34.The schoolmodified its rules.

35.The elephantwaved its trunk.

36.The store advertised its sale.

37.The magazine published its latest edition.

38.The family enjoyed its vacation.

39.The forest echoed its own silence.

40.The orchestra tuned its instruments.

41. The lion roared its dominance.

42.The island had its own unique flora.

43.The train sounded its horn.

44.The cafe introduced its newmenu.

45.The turtle retracted its head.

46.The hotel renovated its lobby.

47.The bee pollinated its favored flowers.

48.The brand expanded its range.

49.The mountain towered its majestic peak.

50.The classroom echoed its empty state.

51. The cloud released its rain.

52.The athlete broke its record.

53.The camera captured its perfect shot.

54.The stadium filled its seats.

55.The ocean reflects its endless horizon.



56.The festival showcased its cultural diversity.

57. The projectmet its deadline.

58.The novel revealed its twist.

59.The deer grazed its favorite meadow.

60.The agency implemented its new strategy.

61. The farm harvested its crops.

62.The bird sang its morning song.

63.The market displayed its variety.

64.The town held its annual fair.

65.The conference announced its keynote speaker.

66.The butterfly showed its colorful wings.

67.The baker presented its best cake.

68.The moon lit its crescent phase.

69.The dragon spread its wings wide.

70.The garden blossomed its spring colors.

71. The cell divided its contents.

72.The festival celebrated its 10th year.

73.The writer published its memoir.

74.The wind carried its scent.

75. The lakemirrored its surroundings.

76.The choir harmonized its voices.

77. The desert revealed its beauty at sunset.

78.The park opened its new playground.

79.The TV displayed its high-resolution picture.

80.The forest protected its inhabitants.

81. The bakery sold its famous pastries.

82.The agency announced its merger.

83.The scientist published its findings.

84.The zoo introduced its new inhabitants.

85.The storm unleashed its fury.

86.The bakery introduced its gluten-free line.



87.The watch showed its precise time.

88.The farmermilked its cow.

89.The rainbow displayed its colors.

90.The university awarded its top students.

91. The airplane landed its smooth descent.

92.The actorwon its first Oscar.

93.The play received its standing ovation.

94.The machine produced its item.

95.The apple showed its ripe color.

96.The engine roared its power.

97.The robot executed its task.

98.The galaxy contained its billions of stars.

99.The stadium echoed its roaring crowd.

100. The diary held its treasured memories.
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